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ABSTRACT: The Brotherhood of the Sun, a new religious movement
founded in 1969 in Santa Barbara, California, operated America’s largest
organic farm and was the largest shipper of organic produce in the U.S. in
the mid- to late-1970s. Despite this achievement, both the Brotherhood of
the Sun and its Sunburst Farms are largely missing from scholarly work on
organic food, communes, and new religions. This article remedies these
absences by situating the Brotherhood of the Sun, Sunburst Farms, and
Sunburst Natural Foods within the contexts of countercultural new religious movements, back-to-the-land organic farming and communal living
enterprises, and founder Norman Paulsen’s unique spiritual visions and
teachings. Using original archival and interview data, I argue that operating Sunburst Farms was both an embodied spiritual practice and a pragmatic commercial enterprise that financed the group’s agrarian utopia
while spreading its organic and mystical ideals.
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I

n the mid- to late-1970s, Sunburst Farms was America’s largest
organic farm and the largest shipper of organic produce.1 It managed four ranches on thousands of acres, four organic farmers
markets, two health food restaurants, a dairy, a whole-grain organic
bakery, a fresh juice-bottling plant, a fishery, a wholesale warehouse,
and a trucking company to distribute fresh produce and natural foods.
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These enterprises were subsidiaries of the Brotherhood of the Sun,
a new religious movement and intentional living commune begun in
1969 in Santa Barbara, California, by Norman Paulsen (1929–2006) and
his followers.2 During the 1970s, the Brotherhood of the Sun attracted
youths who wanted to live close to the land and who found in Paulsen
a charismatic, empowering spiritual teacher. At its height, over 340
people lived on the commune. They farmed gardens and crops, reared
livestock, fished from their schooners, made clothing and crafts, constructed buildings, and experimented with alternative energy sources.
They distributed food and natural dry goods to restaurants and health
food stores across California and nationally, making millions of dollars.
At Sunburst’s farms and food businesses, people lived sustainably,
worked industriously, and produced enough goods and profits to
finance their commune. Growing an organic foods empire allowed
members to share their ethos of natural, conscious living and spiritual
awareness. These twin aims, of spiritual development and organic food,
worked hand in hand.
Despite their size and longevity, the Brotherhood of the Sun and
Sunburst Farms are largely missing from studies of organic farming and
diets, counterculture communes, and new religious movements.
Histories of American organic food production and consumption typically emphasize secular progenitors and cultural trends while minimizing religious figures and groups.3 Well-known scholarly works, such as
those by Warren J. Belasco and Harvey Levenstein, neglect spiritual diet
and health reformers of the 1960s and 1970s, emphasizing instead secular countercultural environmentalism as the basis for the emerging
trend toward natural foods.4 Belasco argues that the “countercuisine”
arose from demands for anti-consumerist, anti-industrial, environmentally friendly, healthy, therapeutic, and organic foods, which he sees as
connected to the early ecology movement. Despite using the phrase
“New Age” and citing New Age Journal, Belasco almost entirely ignores
spiritual groups espousing the organic ideal. Belasco also claims that
health food stores grew from holistic living, which emphasized simplicity
and nature, rural environments and non-Western ideas, and intentional
or “conscious” eating and food preparation—impulses that he disconnects from spiritual catalysts. Similarly, Julie Guthman’s study of organic
farming in California identified “four broad concerns animating the
organics movement: the alienating nature of industrial production, the
health effects of processed foods, the social justice concerns endemic to
the counterculture, and the environmental impact of industrial
pollutants.”5 In these narratives, secular reasons predominate over religious motives. While some works have rejected this framing—by highlighting spiritual contributions—most writers tell a secular story.6 Given
California’s seminal role in the organics movement, it is odd that its
largest organic farm of the 1970s has been overlooked.7
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Scholarship about the Brotherhood of the Sun is scant and almost
entirely missing from works about communes of the 1960s and 1970s.8
Garry W. Trompf is one of the few scholars to have written about it and
the only one to devote more than a few pages to the group.9 Trompf
describes Sunburst as a millenarian cargo cult, a framing based on
Paulsen’s teachings that The Builders, who established the utopian lost
civilization of Mu (or Lemuria) and are really God’s angels, departed
from Earth after warfare entered human history and an asteroid hit
Earth; these peaceful beings will return in spaceships to provide superior
technology after a coming cataclysm and after humanity recovers spiritual wisdom and restores brotherhood on the planet through simple
living.10 The Brotherhood of the Sun saw itself as a New Age Eden
promoting Christ consciousness and as a beacon for The Builders to
return. Trompf’s analyses focus on Paulsen’s mixture of Christianity,
Theosophy, and Ufology, deemphasizing influences by Paramahansa
Yogananda (1893–1952), the Hopi, and the Essenes. However, no work
to date has connected the group’s religious beliefs to their primary daily
activity of farming, distributing, selling, and eating organic foods. Given
the Brotherhood of the Sun’s significant membership and media coverage throughout the 1970s, and its longevity into the present, it is surprising that so few scholars of communes or new religious movements have
paid attention to it.
This article helps rectify these omissions. I locate the Brotherhood of
the Sun within the “co-evolution of health food and spirituality” and the
“cosmic cookery trend.”11 Through archival research, interviews, and
participant observation, I argue that managing Sunburst Farms is simultaneously an embodied spiritual practice and a pragmatic commercial
enterprise.12 The Brotherhood of the Sun’s organic farms, farmers markets, and other health food businesses financed their communal utopia
while also spreading their ideals of divine union and service to humankind through mindful food production and consumption. Sunburst’s
economic enterprises reflected their religious beliefs and spiritual practices of farming, preparing, selling, serving, and eating natural foods.
Farming through natural means and as a meditative, communal labor
connected members with each other and with Mother Earth as a material and spiritual being. Eating organic food, prepared mindfully,
brought solar and cosmic vibrational energies into peoples’ bodies,
which members saw as temples for the divine spirit. Selling organic,
wholesome foods encouraged openness to spiritually conscious living
in harmony with nature, served as a potential recruitment method, and
helped Sunburst achieve fiscal and environmental sustainability. These
techniques linked personal spiritual growth with growing organic foods
and with generating income through health food companies. In these
shared endeavors, the organic, cosmic, and economic cannot easily be
disentangled.
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NORMAN PAULSEN’S DREAM-VISION: WORLD
BROTHERHOOD COLONIES, SPIRITUAL SEEKING,
AND NATURAL FOODS
Norman Paulsen was born and raised in the central coast of California.
His father, Charles Paulsen (d.1970), was a judge and Buddhist minister
in Lompoc and San Luis Obispo.13 As a child, Norman had visions of
illumined beings who visited to give him guidance or teach him skills.
Years later, he would recognize these figures as Yogananda, Melchizedek,
and Christ. In 1947, after reading Autobiography of a Yogi (1946), Paulsen
entered Yogananda’s Self-Realization Fellowship (SRF) in Los Angeles
to study at the Mount Washington monastery and be initiated as
a monk. There, he studied Kriya Yoga, a meditation technique for
obtaining self-realization and cosmic unity through directing mental
energy along the spinal chakras. He also read widely about various
religions. Paulsen would later incorporate teachings from Buddhism,
Hinduism, Hopi and other Native American traditions, the Judaism of
the Essenes, mystical Christianity, Theosophy, and Ufology. At SRF, he
learned construction and carpentry, gardening, and in 1951 helped
build one of the first vegetarian restaurants in California, SRF’s India
House Caf é. Fellow students of Yogananda included his friends
Bernard Cole (c.1922–c.1980), who as Yogacharya Bernard became an
independent spiritual teacher, and J. Donald Walters (1926–2013), better
known as Swami Kriyananda, founder of the Ananda Cooperative
Communities.14
While at SRF, Paulsen had a “dream-vision” where he saw “young
people in the mountains” and the “Santa Barbara landscape.”15 He later
wrote that this dream would fulfill “Yogananda’s vision of self-sustaining
world brotherhood colonies where men, women, and children could live
harmoniously together practicing plain living and high thinking” and
thus achieve union with the divine.16 For Yogananda, who first wrote
about them in 1932, world brotherhood colonies could cure society of
the root causes of depression, namely selfishness and consumerism.17 In
order to achieve a “practical Utopia,” Yogananda argued that political
revolutions “must be carried on by spiritual methods.” These “littlegroup models of ideal civilizations must be started in every community
for happy and peaceful living, with much meditation and much chivalry
shown. These groups should be well balanced, financially secure, and
they should exist always in high thinking and plain living.”18 They should
also, he pointed out, grow their own food on community-owned farms.
Yogananda elaborated:
Each spiritual colony should take the vow of plain living and high thinking, the brotherhood of man, fellowship of all religions, renunciation of
luxury, and the joint ownership of lands, transportation, education, food,
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and money, and they should eat and dress in the community way, but
spiritually each soul in the community must be unencumbered so that he
may develop and advance as deeply as he can.19

These colonies combined personal spiritual development, humble communal living, and collective financial security, as the Brotherhood of the
Sun would go on to do. This “spiritual farm” model would inspire Paulsen
and Walters to found world brotherhood colonies of their own.20 In 1951,
when Paulsen was 21, he was pronounced a “minister” of the SRF.21
However, later that same year, after a disagreement with Yogananda over
maintaining chastity and the departure of a close friend, Paulsen left SRF.
Paulsen spent the ensuing years working as a tradesman and expanding his spiritual horizons. Soon after returning to Santa Barbara he had
a direct encounter with what he variously called I AM THAT I AM,
Christ, the Divine Solar Logos, or the Divine Mother and Father. He
saw a vision of a Golden Age of human beings living in cosmic consciousness, recognizing them as sons and daughters of God. In 1952, inspired
by the publication of I Rode a Flying Saucer, Paulsen met its author, famed
UFO contactee George W. Van Tassel, and joined Van Tassel’s UFO
study group.22 Paulsen married and later divorced Van Tassel’s daughter
Glenda, had a son with her, and became an expert mason and novice
electrician.23 Throughout the 1950s, he continued to have visions, especially of visiting beings of light, whom he would later interpret as Christ
and Melchizedek as well as enlightened beings he understood to be
Lemurian space travelers or cosmic angels that he called the Ancients
or, alternately, The Builders. The beings told Paulsen that 500,000 years
ago they came to earth to establish an ideal civilization. Eventually, war
with an invading intergalactic malignant force caused them to leave.
One day they will return, they told him, and Paulsen’s job was to help
prepare the way. The early 1960s was a period of injury, illness, and
poverty for Paulsen, including his being involuntarily committed to
a state mental institution and having a near-death experience. But in
1964, after leaving the psychiatric hospital, The Builders instructed him
to gather a community ready for them as a base station. Much later,
Paulsen wrote that he was an ancient ruler of Mu who flew a spaceship
on the side of Christ and that he would head the return of the Ancients
when they arrive to establish “God’s Empire of the Sun.”24
By the late 1960s, living in Santa Barbara, Paulsen taught meditation
and led spirituality discussion groups at his home. He attracted youths
seeking mystical experiences and “rehabilitation from a whole wasted
middle-class existence,” as he termed it.25 Many young people were
caught in a life of alcohol, drugs, and despair, he claimed. Through
teaching them his eclectic spirituality they were empowered with a deeper
purpose. In 1969, Paulsen and his followers formed the Brotherhood of
the Sun, the name reflecting their vision of the Spiritual Sun—the light of
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Photo 1: Norman Paulsen at the front gate of Sunburst Farm, 1972. Courtesy of
Mehosh Dziadzio.

the Creator, communion with which is the highest goal of the
Brotherhood’s members—as well as a homophone of Jesus as the Son
of God. That same year, he moved from his trailer home to a house that
could accommodate his growing flock, mainly local college students.
People who visited were fed “good natural food that we took turns preparing.” Soon the group needed more space and began meeting in an old
ice cream factory. They supported themselves through construction jobs,
housecleaning, and babysitting, but they decided they “would rather grow
good food and sell it to the public” as their means of support. Like many
Americans, Paulsen’s followers chafed at conformist demands in society
and saw rural living as a path to salvation. “We realized that we all wanted
to have a place in the country where we could grow our own food and live
closer to the land,” Paulsen wrote.26
Sunburst members told me that they felt drawn to Sunburst and to
the relationship with Mother Earth that it cultivated. Patty Paulsen,
Norman’s last wife, who joined the Brotherhood of the Sun in 1975 and
has been its spiritual director since his death in 2006, said: “It was a time
of getting back to the land, back to Mother Earth.”27 Valerie King, who
joined in 1973, said that Yogananda “started this energy of, if you really
want to deepen in spirit and grow in spirit then let your inner life unfold
into your outer life and make that in harmony with the earth.” She
continued: “We got the Industrial Revolution, we got a lot of conveniences and comforts, but we lost our connection with Mother Earth,
and it felt like something important spiritually that we be able to
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integrate that.”28 Members shared a vision of escaping a consumerist
society, living closer to the land, and growing spiritually in harmony with
nature and with each other as they planted, tended, harvested, prepared, ate, and sold organic food.
Norman Paulsen and his followers would create a commune along
the lines of Yogananda’s world brotherhood colonies and grow organic
food. Timothy Miller argues that organic gardening was “widely practiced in the 1960s-era communes long before it received national
attention” and that “most rural communes engaged in organic gardening.”29 Like these other communes, Sunburst embraced new farming
techniques that reduced waste, improved soil and plant quality, and
eliminated unnatural or synthetic products, including by composting,
companion planting, and treating the soil as a “living organism.”30
Within a few years, Sunburst helped shape the organics movement in
California and, in so doing, planted seeds for what it called spiritual
growth and planetary awakening.

THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE SUN AND SUNBURST FARMS
Sunburst Farms began in 1970 when Paulsen bought a 160-acre farm
near Santa Barbara, calling it Sunburst Farm. For Paulsen, the farm “is
and always has been a place of The Spirit.”31 He described having visitations from The Builders or Ancient Ones who blessed his project. In
1971, Sunburst bought a 220-acre farm which they renamed Lemuria
Ranch. As in Paulsen’s dream-vision at SRF, these farms lay along the
Santa Ynez Mountains in Santa Barbara. The Brotherhood of the Sun
incorporated as a religious nonprofit in 1971 as Sunburst Communities
and created Sunburst Natural Foods as its member-run for-profit corporation to manage their health food businesses. That same year they
opened Sunburst Community Store to sell their organic produce, and
soon formed a trucking company, also called Sunburst Natural Foods, to
distribute organic food and natural dry goods. The company became
“one of the largest distributors of naturally grown foods in the United
States,” trucking their own foods and those grown by other organic
farms.32 They delivered produce to other natural foods popularizers,
such as The Source Restaurant in Los Angeles, Mrs. Gooch’s Natural
Food Markets in southern California, the pioneering San Francisco
organic food co-op Veritable Vegetable, and the natural foods distributor Mountain People’s Warehouse, as well as to stores and restaurants
across America. Sunburst opened two local restaurants, a whole-grain
bakery, a dairy, and a fruit juice-bottling company, among other enterprises, and bought a 2,000-acre farm. Paulsen hired lawyers, accountants, and investment staff to maximize profits in a commercial entity,
the Brotherhood of Man, so that they could reinvest monies within the
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commune and in their farm properties. Sunburst marketed their products
as healthier, more environmentally sustainable, and more spiritually
nourishing than industrially processed or chemically-grown nonorganic foods.
Sunburst’s success enabled it to enlarge its utopian community and
its agricultural operations while developing “one of the pioneering companies in the natural foods/organic produce industry.”33 A 1974 booklet
for the group stated, “In our markets we sell organically grown food
from our farms and other organic farms, alongside commercial food.
We try to provide the consumer with food grown in a natural way, in
harmony with mother nature.” The group farmed without poisonous
pesticides or artificial fertilizers and made their own compost.
Commune members largely worked without pay, yet they received nutritious food, simple clothing, medical care, shared land, and housing.
Working for Sunburst companies provided members “a way . . . to expose
as many people as possible to our way of life as well as offer them the
goods and services we are able to share.”34 Sunburst also employed over
150 people across California who were not members, but who
“expressed interest in Sunburst and are in sympathy with our goals.
We, in turn, are trying to offer people good employment in a growing
food industry with a spiritual backbone.”35 Its businesses were not only
strategies for economic survival and growth, but also practical means for
sharing spiritual values of cosmic communion and plain living with
potential new members.
As its organic food businesses grew, it helped create standards for the
emerging organics industry. Sunburst helped develop some of the first
American organic certification and advocacy groups, including
California Organic Growers, California Certified Organic Farmers
(CCOF), and the Western Organic Food Foundation, contributing
funds and leadership on organizational boards and earning organic
certification itself.36 Helmut Klauer managed Sunburst’s organic agriculture production and distribution, and helped found the CCOF in
1973 as secretary of the organizing committee.37 Sunburst initiated a lab
testing program and followed Oregon Tilth’s organic food certification
system to verify its produce’s organic authenticity.38 In 1974, one of the
first issues of the California Certified Organic Farmer Newspaper included an
article about Sunburst Farms, claiming that Sunburst “takes an active
role in helping other farmers and consumers to learn about a natural
way of life.”39 Early organic food distributor and CCOF pioneer Amigo
Bob Cantisano had a “strong affinity” with Sunburst and Klauer, as did
Michael Funk, another important natural foods distributor, who “looked
to it as a model.”40 Sunburst inspired other organics pioneers, including
Peter Roy, Doug Greene, and Barclay Hope.41 Despite the extra labor
required, Sunburst declared “we are dedicated to organic farming.”42
These standards set norms for organic farming techniques that
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Photo 2: Group prayer before setting out to work in the fields at Tajiguas Ranch, 1978.
Courtesy of Mehosh Dziadzio.

preserved the ideals of a growing niche market and, for Sunburst members, facilitated a whole foods revolution of mindful eating and earth
stewardship as spiritual practices.
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Sunburst’s operations diversified and expanded in the late 1970s as it
became America’s leading grower and retailer of organic foods. The New
York Times, Los Angeles Times, and Chicago Tribune reported on the success
of the movement, which totaled over 340 members and earned over $3
million in profits in 1975.43 The year prior, Paulsen had stepped down
from the day-to-day management of Sunburst’s businesses to focus on
spiritual counseling for the community, letting other Sunburst elders
run their ventures. In 1976, Sunburst bought a 3,000-acre farm called
Tajiguas Ranch. In addition to growing fruit trees, vegetables, wheat,
nuts, and other crops, members raised naturally fed, hormone-free
goats, sheep, cows, and chickens. They made wool clothes and an array
of dairy products, including butter, yogurt, cheese, milk, and smoothies.
CCOF-certified Sunburst Organic Apple Juice sold well nationally. Their
bees produced tons of honey. Paulsen bought horses to pull plows and to
show competitively. The farms included machinery and tools for making
furniture, pottery, bricks, blacksmithing, welding, and necessary items
for the community and for use or sale in their businesses. A gift shop
above one restaurant sold items crafted by Sunburst members. Paulsen
bought four large sailboats—the group owned just one at any given
time—to catch fish for their Sunburst Pierce Fisheries and for pleasure
cruises. In 1978, Sunburst opened a large alternative supermarket, selling their own organic foods, organic produce from other farms, and
other products. It pioneered selling bulk items in clear, airtight food
bins. Sunburst distributed produce from other organic farmers throughout California and the Southwest as well as to Chicago, New York,
Canada, and other major markets by truck and air freight. By 1980,
Sunburst earned $16 million through twelve wholesale and retail outlets
in five cities. From a small spiritual farming commune, Sunburst had
become a “capitalist success story.”44
Sunburst member Susan Duquette’s Sunburst Farm Family Cookbook
(1976) sold well in two editions and promoted the group’s dietary and
spiritual goals.45 Based on recipes from the community and their restaurant, The Farmer and the Fisherman, the cookbook introduced readers to
homemade pescatarian dishes. Recipes included instructions for making
whole grain breads and cereals, vegetarian fare, fish plates, bean and pasta
dishes, soups, salads, dairy products, teas, juices, and desserts. Duquette
claimed, “Nutritionally, home-grown organic foods are best, especially
when brought to your table right after picking.” She also told readers,
“In order to help support ourselves and to share with other people our
way of life, we have established a large organic foods complex.”46
Explaining Sunburst’s spiritual way of life, the introduction stated:
Our dream is to provide a home in natural surroundings for people
who long to live a simple, virtuous life full of love and service to each
other and to all mankind. We hope that through our efforts and
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Photo 3: A Sunburst member holds a bottle of Sunburst’s organic apple juice produced
from its orchards. Courtesy of Mehosh Dziadzio.

example we may help to bring the Garden of Eden back to this, our
Mother Earth, and to see all men live in brotherhood under the
Fatherhood of God.47

Duquette links simple living, charity, and harmony with the Edenic utopianism found at Sunburst. The first of the cookbook’s “Eight Paths of
Right Cooking” instructed readers to “begin with a short moment of
meditation.”48 Through mindful cooking with organic foods, readers
could tap into Sunburst’s vision. This book, pamphlets published by
Sunburst, Sunburst stores and products, and word of mouth spread news
about Sunburst’s health food ethic and communal living as both embodied spiritual pursuits and a thriving organics business.
For members, cultivating and consuming organic foods, conscious
living, and self-sufficiency converged with and were outgrowths of their
spiritual aim of divine communion. Paulsen taught that living the eightfold path and twelve virtues would lead members to cosmic consciousness. The eightfold path included meditation, conduct, study, speech,
association, nourishment, work, and recreation. The twelve virtues were
charity, faith, loyalty, patience, honesty, perseverance, temperance,
humility, courage, equanimity, continence, and compassion. Through
these, people could achieve the goal of Sunburst: to “meet the Living
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God face to face, and bring others to this meeting place.”49 In his book
Sacred Science (2000), Paulsen elaborated that nourishment—one of the
eightfold path—is essential for God-realization. Because the “body is
a temple for Divine Spirit,” adepts eat and drink “pure wholesome
foods,” preferably grown themselves or purchased from “organic
growers.” Paulsen wrote, “The ancient adepts all said that right nourishment comes from your own planting if it is possible for you: the placing
of seeds in the soil of Mother Earth with your own hands, then the
watering with love and the harvesting.” Paulsen counseled that adepts
should “[s]tay mindful in preparing food” because “[e]verything a person touches retains that person’s energy imprint . . . vibrationally.”50
Growing and eating healthy food is spiritually fruitful, he taught, and
provides greater nutritional value. Paulsen also recommended juicing to
conquer disease. As a charitable service, Sunburst provided food for
local people in need.51
Farm labor was a spiritual practice at Sunburst. Paulsen told
a reporter, “We approve of both idealism and meditation; we use them.
But we know they’re not enough. . . . You’ve also got to get out there and
put your back into it, get your hands dirty and calloused.”52 Yet, when
farm work is performed with joy and a willingness to learn “it ceases to be
work and becomes a meditation,” one brochure said.53 “Work is the
purpose for which we were fashioned, that our bodies, minds and spirits
might be instruments through which Divine Spirit is expressed.”54
Similarly, Stephen Gaskin of The Farm “preached the need to spiritualize labor, to ‘make work a meditation.’”55 This embodied spirituality
centered Sunburst. Members woke up early for daily meditation, then
ate together, then worked at farming, trucking, selling, and baking;
evenings were spent in communal dinners, small group meditations,
and social time. Dusk and Willow Weaver, members from 1978–1982,
wrote, “[A]ccomplishments at Sunburst, both physical and spiritual, will
bring deeper growth to each member and will demonstrate more to
others if they are orchestrated by an entire people.”56 Individuals could
meditate and work individually, but communal effort heightened the
spiritual depth of these labors, leading to oneness with the divine,
Mother Earth, and each other. “For the member of Sunburst all physical
endeavors are natural outgrowths of this divine plan,” they continued;
“The community draws a direct, though not exclusive, line between
attunement with nature and attainment of communion with the
Creator. In other words, simple living helps.”57 This ethic attracted new
recruits. A community newsletter said, “Growing good, wholesome food
that glows with life force, picking it, washing it, and then sending it to our
stores and across the nation, clearly demonstrates how we are touching
the people of this world with our fruits.”58 Paulsen echoed, “People who
want their lives changed will be attracted to us by our fruits,” material
and spiritual.59
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Sunburst members lived by formal rule structures initially, but later
gravitated toward community guidelines, allowing independence within
spiritual belonging. Healthy living norms included no drugs, alcohol,
tobacco, or premarital or extramarital sex; wearing simple clothes; living
outdoors cleanly and naturally; and eating a nutritious, organic diet,
preferably vegetarian. Meals were mostly fresh dairy products, vegetables, fruits, nuts, seeds, and grains. Fish or meat was served several times
a week by the late 1970s, although originally the diet was exclusively raw
food, then lacto-ovo vegetarian, then choose-your-own. As with food, so
with spirituality: Sunburst member Richard Longstreet told scholar
Timothy Miller that people at Sunburst were doing a “sort of ‘religion
of the month’ for a long time,” leaning about and practicing different
religions.60 Sunburst did not require members to share Paulsen’s unique
vision, although many did. Its ethics and success inspired others who
linked farming, community, sustainability, and spirituality. Cesar Chavez
told executive board members of the United Farm Workers at their La
Paz headquarters that he admired Sunburst, viewing it alongside
Synanon as possible models for cooperative ventures in socially just
communal living that cultivated food and spirituality.61
For Paulsen, the farms and ranches were holy places, sites approved
of by his visionary companions, the Angel Man and Woman and The
Builders. Paulsen wrote, “The Builders are here to illuminate all of
humanity and destroy the makers of war forever, but we have to help.
Sunburst is a base station for The Builders. . . . The Builders hope to
create an image through Sunburst that would show how the Ancients
lived in brotherhood before.”62 Paulsen saw Sunburst as a “living
demonstration” of Christian charity and complete self-realization.63
His decision to start the farm was not just an expression of his desire
for natural living and back-to-the-land ethos, but was also based on his
cosmic vision of divine union achievable through organic farming. He
professed:
The communities, the stores and the ship [schooner] are the manifested
proof that my visions and contacts with The Builders are real. . . .Sunburst
has become, not only a large and growing community of men, women
and children, but a financially successful business enterprise designed to
support ourselves. The by-product of living a life in harmony with The
Spirit is to have physical abundance—a clean little house or cabin, good
wholesome food, and homemade clothing done with love, plus lots of
loving friends.64

Paulsen connected his visions of Lemurian visitors and interplanetary
harmony to communal living, organic farming, and natural foods at
Sunburst Farms. But as Paulsen’s ideas regarding The Builders and
his future role in their return intensified, ruptures emerged within
the group.
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While some disagreed with Paulsen’s teachings about the “ancient,
intergalactic spaceflight of divine emissaries in vehicles formed of light,”
many were shocked when Paulsen claimed to be Jesus come again who
would restore the Garden of Eden.65 Paulsen said he was Christ and rode
in spaceships with The Builders as “one of the ancient rulers of Mu,” an
apotheosis that climaxed as Paulsen wrote his autobiography, Sunburst:
Return of the Ancients (1980), later retitled Christ Consciousness (1984).66 At
Sunburst, he saw himself as a gnostic guide and savior during a key
turning point in cosmic history. While many members believed that
Paulsen had cosmic powers and insights, and that a “living, conscious,
divine Spirit” manifested itself in every person since the time of the
“Mother-Father Creators,” others found Paulsen’s new teachings difficult to believe, especially given his erratic behavior described below.67
Dusk and Willow Weaver wrote that at least one top member left, in part,
because he found Paulsen’s celestial beliefs “intolerably incredible.”68
Michael Abelman, an ex-member and organic farming leader, said that
he was expelled because he did not agree that Paulsen was Jesus returned.69 Many others left voluntarily for the same reason.
By 1978 a confluence of factors—Paulsen’s self-deification; concentration of power; financial self-dealing; and reported weapons arsenal,
alcoholism, and drug habit—drove people from Sunburst. Accusations
in 1975 that he had brandished guns in public, stockpiled firearms, and
oversaw military training drills in preparation for a coming apocalypse
resulted in defections and bad publicity.70 As a result, Sunburst was
investigated by anticult groups, leading to the kidnapping of two
Sunburst members in 1976 by famed “deprogrammer” Ted Patrick.
Later allegations that Paulsen abused painkillers, sexually abused minors, and evaded taxes, in addition to a threatened shoot-out with law
enforcement after he was arrested for drunk driving and resisting
arrest in 1978, led many members to publicly turn against him, and
to increased scrutiny by federal law enforcement.71 In addition to these
concerns, members alleged that Sunburst did not fairly distribute the
wealth from its businesses. Workers and farmers demanded a greater
share of profits, especially as they claimed Paulsen and his inner circle
lived well while they lived in poverty.72 In 1980, store employees agitated for a union and filed a grievance alleging anti-union intimidation
by Sunburst’s management.73 Increasing competition in the organic
foods market whittled away at revenues by undercutting Sunburst’s
prices. By 1981, two-thirds of the membership had left, leaving the farm
and markets with fewer workers. These economic and labor woes
brought about Sunburst’s financial downfall. A 1981 lawsuit by over
70 former members sought $1.3 million of the group’s profits; it was
later dismissed. A separate lawsuit concerning Sunburst’s inability to
pay its debts caused Sunburst to have to sell its Tajiguas Ranch.
Sunburst finished liquidating its California properties in 1982. These
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issues led most people to depart. In turn, Sunburst’s organics businesses and communal experiment began to collapse.
Still, many continued to follow Paulsen spiritually and spatially. In
1981–1982, Paulsen and about one hundred members left California for
a half-million-acre cattle ranch in Wells, Nevada, and to a mobile home
park in nearby Oasis, a small settlement where members operated a gas
station, mini-mart, hotel, and restaurant. By 1983, after enduring harsh
winters, short growing seasons, and facing a lien on the new ranch,
Paulsen took most of the remnant to Salt Lake City, Utah, where he
renamed them The Builders. This core group would go on to create
a new chain of health food stores, organic farms, and a spiritual retreat
sanctuary that sustains Sunburst today.

SUNBURST COMMUNITIES 1980S–PRESENT
Since 1981, Sunburst’s businesses and spiritual community have
grown and declined anew. They have drawn on many of the same teachings and adapted to new spiritual trends. The community continues to
link growing organic food with spiritual growth, selling natural foods to
inspire harmony with Mother Earth and spiritualizing food work as meditative practice. During the 1980s and into the mid-1990s, the community
dwindled further, eventually down to a few dozen people. In Utah, they
mostly abandoned farming to find other employment, living in a mansion
and then in an apartment complex they managed. They stopped pooling
resources collectively and began earning income individually. In
Salt Lake City, they bought, remodeled, and sold houses; ran an
excavation-demolition business; began offering weekend retreats for spiritual seekers; and opened two small natural foods stores they called New
Frontiers, which helped introduce organics to Utah. Some members
went to Arizona and opened additional New Frontiers stores—in
Flagstaff, Sedona, and Prescott—between 1988–1995. The group opened
more markets in Salt Lake City. Paulsen renamed the group Solar Logos
in the mid-1980s, then returned to California in 1988, looking for land
for a new commune. In 1991, Paulsen bought a 53-acre ranch near
Buellton, California, called it Sunburst Farm, and relocated the group’s
headquarters there in 1992. He also bought a larger property called
Nojoqui Farm (sometimes called New Frontiers Farm) to raise organic
produce for their markets. In 1995–1996, most of the members moved
back to the Santa Barbara area, built homes and a retreat center on the
ranch, and once again called themselves Sunburst.
New Frontiers natural markets has been the primary income generator for the community since the 1990s and serves as a pathway for
Sunburst’s organic foods and spiritual values. It sells natural foods,
homeopathic medicines, and sundry items. Jonathan King, who joined
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Photo 4: Sunburst Farmer’s Market store in Santa Barbara, California, c.1970s.
Courtesy of Mehosh Dziadzio.

Sunburst in 1974 and became head of business operations, “brought
his spiritual practice into the business world” in managing New
Frontiers.74 Its website states, “We at New Frontiers have always been
enthusiastic supporters of organic foods. It is our belief that growing
and supporting organics is one of the best things we can do for ourselves, for our children, and for our earth.”75 The stores provide
“natural” foods for “healthy living” and they “desire to inspire personal
growth and positive change.”76 Yet, as the group relocated to
California, operating the stores in other states became difficult. They
sold the three Utah stores to Wild Oats, a natural foods grocery chain,
in 1996, and opened two new stores in California the next year.77 In the
1990s, Sunburst began hiring migrant workers as farm laborers since so
few commune members remained.78 In 2014, Sunburst sold a New
Frontiers store in San Luis Obispo, California, and all three Arizona
stores to Whole Foods, leaving only their store in Solvang, California.79
In 2018, this last store expanded through renovation even as Sunburst
had to sell its unprofitable Nojoqui Farm.
Today, Sunburst Sanctuary sits on Sunburst Farm, its only property. It
is a center for spiritual retreats and regular Sunday services, offering
meditation, original music, and organic, vegetarian brunches. Like many
newer religions and communes, Sunburst faces difficulty in attracting
new core members to replace the aging generation that founded the
group. Where it once operated state-accredited schooling programs for
its youth, today less than a handful of children participate in community
life. Sunburst hopes to attract weekend participants and potential new
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members through advertising its yoga and organic food practices, seeing
these as popular avenues for outreach while staying true to their foundational teachings and praxes. Karma Yoga and permaculture retreats
encourage would-be participants to work the soil, learn about holistic
health, and find physical and spiritual rejuvenation. A few dozen members attend regularly on Sundays and consider themselves a part of the
Sunburst community, while about twenty committed members live on the
farm and practice Paulsen’s teachings. In addition to family homes on
the property, Sunburst also has a great lodge, a sanctuary, an office with
gift shop, tiny bungalows around campfires for guests, and farm land.
Sunburst sells books, CDs, and DVDs by Paulsen as well as works by
Yogananda and community-made crafts. Its retreats, workshops, and gift
shop, like its New Frontiers store, combine spiritual and economic goals.
In March 2018, I attended a three-day permaculture workshop called
“Regenerating Earth and Spirit” designed to introduce people to permaculture and to Sunburst’s spirituality, and to invite people to join the
community.80 Activities included restorative yoga, guided meditation,
a “wheel of life” gathering, a drumming circle, and a tutorial on permaculture and sustainable gardening led by Sunburst member Sean
Fennell. A pamphlet described permaculture at Sunburst as:
co-creating with Spirit a fertile environment, within and without, that
cultivates spiritual growth and nurtures each seeker’s direct experience
of the Divine, helping them to realize who they truely [sic] are, and the
power they have to create heaven on earth through spiritual practice,
supportive community, and selfless service.81

Part of the workshop included a Native American woman describing
how seeds express the energy put into them from the sun and from the
people who help the plants grow; this energy is what we consume when
we eat plants or animals, she explained. It is thus important to ensure
a healthy natural environment and to garden mindfully so that we and
the earth regenerate energy positively. Later, when we selected seeds to
take home and planted them in containers filled with organic soil,
Fennell played raga music. He said that nature enjoys pleasing sound
vibrations and that by playing ragas the plants would eventually express
this harmony into us when we eat them as a conscious dining meditation.
These teachings reflected Paulsen’s statements about people imprinting
energy onto everything they touch, including food, which is why mindful
growing, preparation, and eating is necessary for proper spiritual development. The workshop promotes spiritual self-realization and environmental sustainability within the Sunburst community and for visiting
attendees. It also provides income for the group and welcomes possible
new members, as indeed several guests told me they would like to return
for a future retreat or regular meditations.
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While much smaller today, Sunburst’s mission remains similar:
“Sunburst is dedicated to personal and planetary awakening through
spiritual practice, conscious living and sustainable Earth stewardship.”82
It is “a global community of light workers, as well as an intentional
cooperative community” whose purpose is to “facilitate spiritual education and support,” including through “exploring, implementing and
sharing principles of regenerative Earth stewardship through permaculture and organic farming.”83 Sunburst’s webpage about “Earth
Stewardship” states:
An essential part of Sunburst’s teachings is learning to become true
caretakers of our beautiful home planet—living close to Mother Earth,
reaping her harvest in ways that replenish and regenerate the miracle of
life. As souls awaken to Spirit, often the first step on the path is to seek
wholesome foods to nourish the body, recognizing it as a temple for the
Divine.84

The webpage explicitly links earth care with spirituality and organics. It
also connects Sunburst’s history of organic farming and natural foods
enterprises with its current commitment to organic permaculture and
serving the local community through healthy nourishment and permaculture education. Sunburst’s economic enterprises and religious beliefs
merge in their spiritual practice of farming, preparing, selling, serving,
and eating organic foods. This commingling of commerce and spirituality, of seemingly dichotomous secular and sacred arenas, is common in
new religious movements—and in religious groups generally.
Commercial enterprises offer religious groups an important means of
financial support that sustain communities so that they can continue
their spiritual missions. For new religions, food businesses are a ready
way to generate capital, recruit members, enact spiritual beliefs, and
share embodied spiritual practices.

COMMERCIAL AND SPIRITUAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
IN NEW RELIGIONS
New religious movements have long supported themselves through
foods businesses and farms. As in earlier eras, many new religious movements of the 1960s and 1970s founded communes on ranches or large
properties where members could farm, raise livestock, build housing, and
escape modern urban life. Still, to sustain themselves financially and
promote their novel spiritualities, these groups also often operated restaurants, food co-ops, natural foods stores, pizzerias, bakeries, or other
commercial enterprises. Groups such as the One World Family,
Brotherhood of the Spirit, 3HO/Sikh Dharma, The Source Family,
International Society for Krishna Consciousness, Rajneeshpuram, and
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The Farm embraced these opportunities. Many of their businesses served
to build relationships with local communities and offered opportunities
for new members to join. To reduce costs and avoid fossil fuels, most also
experimented with environmentally friendly energy sources such as solar
and wind power. Members of these groups produced vegetarian and
health food cookbooks. These strategies proved successful for movement
growth and financial security, aligning spiritual beliefs with fiscal acumen
in a wider capitalist economy. Farms and food businesses help new religious movements sustain their bodies, spirits, and coffers.
The Brotherhood of the Sun and Sunburst Farms blur the boundaries between spiritual and secular, religion and commerce. Paulsen and
his followers were spiritual entrepreneurs as much as restauranteurs or
business owners. James T. Richardson contends that new religious movements employ a variety of ways to finance their fledgling communities,
including solicitation, small business ventures such as restaurants and
manual labor companies, and contributions from members who work
outside jobs.85 Sunburst utilized Richardson’s latter two methods to grow
capital and spread its message. Sunburst wed New Age spirituality with
corporate profitability. Ryan Edgington observed of 1960s and 1970s
communal movements that “rather than abandon modern American
society, maintaining a long-term back-to-the-land existence required establishing equilibrium between profitable external ventures and the
collective ideals of the community.”86 Sunburst members were pragmatic about earning income in line with their spiritual beliefs. The
community participated in local and national economic markets even
as they retreated into rural religious communalism. Sunburst blended
the romantic, utopian appeal of communal farm living with a highly
organized, multimillion-dollar corporate firm.
There are practical reasons why new religious movements have
tended to serve health food. In a perceptive article about the spiritual
roots of the health food movement, Daniel Fromson claims that new
religious groups “helped invent” health food and that “smaller groups
usually have to generate revenue through actual businesses—and the
restaurant industry has low barriers to entry.” Fromson further asserts
that “uncontroversial businesses like restaurants also help spiritual
groups avoid persecution” as well as helping them “attract new members . . . indirectly, initially seeking to interest people not in membership
but in obtaining goods or services.”87 Similarly, Marion Goldman argues
that contemporary “new religious movements own and manage a number of restaurants and food businesses” for the purposes of “bringing in
money, spreading their group’s beliefs about food, and demonstrating
their members’ likeable personal qualities.”88 Sunburst’s food businesses
served these ends, promoting healthy food alongside spiritual ideals and
communal living. In studying new Christian groups at the turn of the
twentieth century, Laura J. Miller also contends that “proselytizing
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through food” reminded members that “the business was an expression
of a communal endeavor, and it presented consumers with a visible
invitation to discover more about the spiritual ideals motivating the
group.”89 Miller adds that “restaurants were the ventures undertaken
most frequently by religious groups.”90 Sunburst fits into a pattern of
new religions starting health food businesses.
Sunburst materials consistently connect counterculture with conscious capitalism. “Our farms, stores and workplaces give us the opportunity to not only support ourselves, but also to demonstrate our
principles to all others with whom we come in contact,” one brochure
said.91 This strategy proved successful. Paulsen said that people “learn
about us primarily through our markets, our restaurant, our wholesale
food distribution, or through other people familiar with the group.”92
“Each store became a vortex of healing energy that was rooted in
virtue. This could be felt by our customers, as well as those who worked
there,” Paulsen later wrote.93 Another brochure stated that Sunburst’s
goals included growing “good, natural food,” encountering “the Living
Spirit,” and providing economic opportunity in Sunburst’s businesses,
through which “members of Sunburst can grow materially as well as
spiritually.”94 Sunburst stores were not only “a place of right work for
ourselves,” but also “a service to others” in both inspiring brotherhood
and “providing wholesome, natural grown foods in the interest of
healthy living.”95 Paulsen told a journalist, “We’ve generated a way of
life that’ll give us the money to manifest the things we want to manifest,
which are places like this, dedicated to preserve Mother Earth, to the
spiritual and mental growth of those who wish to participate, and to
encourage others to do likewise.”96 Religion and economy are intimately intertwined at Sunburst and in other religious movements that
operate food businesses as strategies for survival and missional labor.97
For these groups, restaurants and farms feed the body and the soul,
providing physical and spiritual nourishment for members and
customers.
Sunburst participates in capitalist markets even as it undermines
commodity logics. Ryan Edgington theorizes that the farms and food
businesses of countercultural communes led not to more rural pastoralism, with people producing their own food, but rather to more consumptive capitalism in that people could buy wholesome, organic
foods grown by others as a measure of a healthy body and environment.
Sunburst members had hoped that with “successful businesses like ours,
we could support many Sunburst communities across the planet, thus
fulfilling the vision of world brotherhood colonies.”98 However, as
Edgington argued, Sunburst’s community has dwindled while organic
food has become a multibillion-dollar industry. The growth of what
Michael Pollan has termed the “organic-industrial complex” and corporate behemoths such as Whole Foods, now an Amazon subsidiary, testify
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to Edgington’s thesis.99 Despite this critique, William Sims Bainbridge
and Rodney Stark claim that new religious movements’ vegetarian and
macrobiotic restaurants and natural foods stores sell not only food but
also “offer unconventional hopes for spiritual, emotional, and physiological benefit.”100 These therapeutic benefits may aid in marketing
organic commodities to certain consumers, but they also reflect desires
for spiritual connection that customers express through buying organic
food. A Sunburst newsletter described communal harvesting as having
a “healing effect on the mind, body, and spirit” that spreads to people
who consume their edible and spiritual fruits.101 At Sunburst stores,
people buy local organic food while nurturing their mind-body-spirit
holism. Sunburst’s innovators demonstrate savvy business acumen as
well as commitment to religious idealism, both informing each other.
Meredith McGuire argues that food preparation and eating are
embodied spiritual practices. Critiquing the historical marginalization
of embodied practices found in certain Protestant definitions of religion, in which “ritual practices surrounding food . . . no longer counted
as ‘religious,’” McGuire reclaims the spirituality of growing, preparing,
serving, and eating food.102 For McGuire, taste, sweat, and physical labor
can be religious rituals that are part of people’s ordinary, lived religions.
According to her interviewees, “gardening, especially organic gardening, [is] a spiritual practice,” particularly when it is done with mindfulness.103 This is the kind of spiritual practice Paulsen and his followers
lived out at Sunburst. Their primary daily activity of producing, transporting, and serving organic foods was not only a pragmatic choice for
financially sustaining their commune but also a spiritual practice for
obtaining union with cosmic energies. Sunburst Farms—read here to
include Sunburst’s many organic farms and natural foods businesses—is
both an embodied spiritual practice and a pragmatic commercial enterprise. For Sunburst and its members, organic food, economic activity,
and spiritual practice are inseparable. Like many new religious movements, Sunburst integrates spiritual cultivation with food work, coupling
the spirit of cosmic consciousness with the spirit of capitalism.
I would like to thank Catherine L. Albanese, Benjamin E. Zeller, Cody Hoesly, and
the anonymous reviewers for Nova Religio for helpful comments on earlier drafts
of this article. Thanks also to David Stiver and David Gartrell, special collections
librarians at Graduate Theological Union and the University of California, Santa
Barbara, respectively, for help in finding materials for my research. Mehosh
Dziadio kindly granted permission to use his photos in this article; additional
photos can be viewed via his Facebook page and website (https://mehosh.com/).
Finally, I am grateful to Patty Paulsen and other members of Sunburst for their
hospitality in showing me their community, welcoming me to participate and
observe, answering my questions, and donating materials to the UCSB library,
as well as to ex-members who also shared their stories about food, spirituality, and
life at Sunburst.
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